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Conferences, Forums, and Workshops:

2018 QSEN International Forum

May 30, 2018 – June 1, 2018
Hyatt Regency Coconut Point Resort and Spa, Bonita Springs, FL

The conference speakers are:

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

Bernadette Melnyk, PhD, RN, CPNP/PMHNP, FNAP, FAAN

Vice President for Health Promotion and University Chief Wellness Officer, The Ohio State University; Dean and Professor, College of Nursing; Professor of Pediatrics & Psychiatry, College of Medicine; Executive Director, The Helene Fuld Health Trust National Institute for EBP in Nursing and Healthcare
SPEAKERS:

Rose O. Sherman, EdD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN
Professor & Program Director Nursing Administration and Financial Leadership Florida Atlantic University; Editor in Chief, Nurse Leader

Kerry A. Milner, DNSc, RN, Associate Professor. Sacred Heart University

Lana Kean, RN, MSN, Nurse Manager ICU/PAC, Milford Hospital, CT

John Baumann
Motivational speaker living with Parkinson’s Disease
Improving Patient-centered care

Registration is now open

Pre-conference
Don't Miss the 2018 QSEN Conference:

This year’s Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) National Forum will focus on the competency of evidence-based practice. Keynote speaker Dr. Bernadette Melnyk will open the conference sharing solutions for breaking down silos between academia and practice for integrating competencies of evidence-based practice to move quality and patient safety forward. As always, attendees can expect presentations from experts on QSEN integration in academia and practice. Evidence-based teaching strategies to implement the QSEN competencies in classroom, clinical, orientation, and continuing education will be shared through over 50 oral presentations and 90 poster presentations. Attendees will return to their institutions ready to effectively implement the QSEN competencies and prepared to support colleagues and students in improving the quality and safety of healthcare.

For information about the
Pre-conference and Program Schedule
The 2nd Annual Celebration of International Nurses Day at the United Nations

Honoring nurses in front line roles who demonstrate exemplary practice by impacting the global delivery of healthcare.

Friday, May 11, 2018 | 10:00am-2:30pm
United Nations, New York | UN Conference Room 4, floor 1B

Villanova University M. Louise Fitzpatrick College of Nursing is accredited as a provider of continuing nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center Commission on Accreditation. Participants who attend this entire conference will be awarded 2.0 contact hours.

Come Celebrate the Anniversary of Nursing and Meet Others who Make Nursing Unique yet Universal!

10:00 am: Welcome by Deb O’Hara-Ruszkowski of Nurses With Global Impact, Inc. (UN Conference Room 4, Floor 1B, Behind Vienna Cafe)

10:15 am: Nurse Honoree Awards - A group of nominated nurses will be honored for their impact on global healthcare

11:00 am: Two Special Presentations: 2017 NWGI Nurse Honorees, Dr. Teresa Tyson and Dr. Paula Hill, will present their collaborative work with our co-sponsors for the uninsured in rural Appalachia with their “Health Wagon,” then, Dr. Sarah Timmapuri. Cardiologist and Chief Clinical Informatics Officer for Hackensack Meridian Health, and CEO of LiG Global Foundation, will give a presentation entitled “EHR’s and Nursing Burnout.”

12:30 - 2:30pm: Luncheon served in the Delegates Dining Room, 4th floor, with several informational exhibit tables on Global Health Opportunities
Teaching Strategies:

Peer-reviewed teaching strategies are available on the QSEN website. Consider submitting your teaching strategy for publication on our website. We now offer coaching for all teaching strategy submissions.

Sign-up for the Teaching Strategies Session at the 2018 QSEN International Forum on May 31, 2018!!

Publications & Resources:

Recent Teaching Strategy Publication

[doc] Competency Category(s)

KA Morales, CNECE Johnson, C Barr
QSEN Teaching Strategy: Sponge relay and Cardiac Output. Kathleen A. Morales, PhD, RN, CNE. Cynthia E. Johnson, PhD, RN … Diffusing QSEN competencies across schools of nursing: The AACN/RWJF faculty …
Math Task Force Survey Link

Participate in a survey to help us understand math preparation and education for nurses. Here is the link to the survey: Math Task Force - Math for Nurses Survey

Dear Colleagues: Thank you so much for taking the time to help us create a general understanding of the landscape of mathematical preparation for nurses! This survey should take approximately 10 minutes to complete. More specifically the purpose of this survey is to 1) gather information to guide the work of the QSEN Task Force on High-Quality Mathematical Preparation for Nurses as we work to improve the quality and safety in patient care by improving the mathematical prep of nurses and 2) to take the pulse of the mathematics education that nurses experience across the country.

Please feel free to forward this to others at your institution who could also add meaningful responses to the survey.

For more information on the Task Force, please see the QSEN website for more information (http://qsen.org/qsen-task-force-on-high-quality-mathematical-preparation-for-nurses/) and to Join the Task Force - please sign up here: http://bit.ly/QSENMathTaskForce

QSEN Community:

VOTE FOR

QSEN RN-BSN Taskforce Leader

Janet Phillips Nice for NLN Board of Governors

Janet M. Phillips Nice, PhD, RN, ANEF
Board of Governors Nominee

VOTE NOW

Stay Connected with QSEN!
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